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Abstract
Taking inspiration from the orbital dynamics of dust, we find that spacecraft length scaling is a means of enabling infinite-impulse orbits that require no feedback control. Our candidate spacecraft is a 25 μm thick, 1 cm square silicon chip equipped with signal transmitting circuitry. This design reduces the total mass to less than 7.5 mg and enables the spacecraft bus itself to serve as a solar sail with characteristic acceleration on the order of 0.1 mm/s². It is passive in that it maneuvers with no closed-loop actuation of orbital or attitude states. The unforced dynamics that result from an insertion orbit and a launch-vehicle separation determine its subsequent state evolution. We have developed a system architecture that uses solar radiation torques to maintain a sun-pointing heading and can be fabricated with standard microfabrication processes. This architecture has potential applications in heliocentric, geocentric, and three-body orbits.

1. Introduction

Dust particles in space vary in size from a few molecules to 100 μm and have a mass smaller than a few μg. At these length scales, the dust’s orbit is significantly affected by many orbital perturbations that are typically irrelevant in spacecraft trajectories. Length scale influences the relative importance of these effects through a combination of area- or length-dependent force and volume-dependent mass, for a more-or-less fixed material density. These accelerations can compete with gravity to produce trajectories sufficiently different from their Keplerian analogues to serve as new mission opportunities. For example, solar radiation pressure (SRP) ejects dust from the solar system; electromagnetic effects capture and eject dust in planet-centered orbits; and aerodynamic drag captures and lands dust without the high-temperature ablation that larger meteors typically experience. This research is aimed at harnessing these natural, small-body dynamics in order to enable new propulsion techniques and missions based on them.

In pursuit of this goal, we are working to develop a self-contained spacecraft bus dubbed “sprite”, whose length scale enables it to demonstrate useful propellant-less propulsion. Inspired by the 1957 Sputnik mission, we focus on a simple, passive, mission design that achieves Sputnik’s rudimentary demonstration of spaceflight capability. For three weeks, the 23 in diameter Sputnik I broadcasted its internal temperature and pressure as it orbited. A half century later, we anticipate duplicating Sputnik’s achievement using less than one ten-millionth of its mass. This design rethinks and integrates the traditional subsystems (power, propulsion, communications, etc.) into a single silicon microchip spacecraft capable of unlimited Δv. The sprite bus is a 25 μm thick, 1 cm square, 7.5 mg silicon microchip with integrated solar cells and signal-transmitting circuitry, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and described in Section 5. The spacecraft is passive in that it has no sensor feedback or feedback-based
actuation. In place of traditional thrusters and attitude-control actuators, it exploits small-body dynamics to accomplish maneuvering.

Several other groups are actively and successfully developing monolithic integrated-circuit (IC) silicon spacecraft (sometimes called a “spacecraft-on-a-chip”), notably the Surrey Space Centre [1,2], the Aerospace Corporation [3–5], and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [6]. Barnhart, Vladimirova, and Sweeting [1] provide an historical summary of these efforts. The primary incentives for these research programs are persuasive: economies of production, reduced launch mass, and distributed sensing opportunities. However, these objectives generally differ from the primary goal of this work: capitalizing on length scaling to achieve feasible orbit control. These programs envision spacecraft with masses on the order of grams, which are certainly unusually small by any traditional standard but are still thousands of times larger than our target.

This paper focuses on the efficacy of SRP as a means of propellantless propulsion for a millimeter-scale spacecraft. In this context, the millimeter-scale spacecraft is a solar sail [7]. SRP can greatly influence, if not dominate, the orbital behavior of dust. For example, dust detectors on Pioneers 8 and 9 discovered streams of dust on outbound hyperbolic orbits. These streams originate from comets, which shed the dust throughout their orbit. When released near the sun, some of this dust
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experiences a sudden change in acceleration due to solar radiation pressure that sends them on escape trajectories [8–10].

Solar-sail scale has implications not only for performance but also in hardware design and implementation. Typical sail designs are extremely large and combine physical principals that span many orders of magnitude. Greschik [11] suggests that dimensional challenges are primarily responsible for the as yet unsuccessful solar-sail tests, despite 30 years of attempts. The range of magnitudes involved in solar sails make structural analyses intractable, fabrication demanding, and ground testing nearly impossible. These challenges have motivated some to propose and develop so-called solar kites [12], microsolar sails [13], and nanosails that minimize saturated some of these scaling challenges. In August 2008, NASA’s NanoSail-D would have been the first spacecraft to demonstrate solar sailing, were it not for the launch-vehicle failure. Like these small solar sail concepts, the millimeter-scale design avoids many of these dimensional issues. It can be fabricated using integrated-circuit techniques and can be readily tested in a 1G environment. However, the millimeter scale offers additional benefits. As this paper argues, it enables more subtle passive behaviors and seeks to capitalize on natural dynamics, avoiding the nontrivial challenges associated with solar-sail control and actuation.

McInnes [8] recognizes the promise of propellantless spacecraft designs that approach centimeter and millimeter scales. He envisions smart, compact sails that use microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) to navigate the solar system autonomously. We pursue that shared vision here by surveying a variety of solar sail maneuvers using passive and feasible attitude control methods and by addressing design and fabrication progress for a candidate spacecraft.

2. Solar radiation pressure

SRP results when sunlight strikes a surface. Photons have energy and momentum related to wavelength. When a photon is absorbed or reflected by a body, momentum is exchanged. This momentum exchange can have a significant, measurable effect on the attitude and orbit of a body illuminated by the sun.

2.1. SRP acceleration

The pressure $P$ from the sun due to this photon momentum transfer is

$$ P = \frac{W_0}{c} \left( \frac{r_0}{r} \right)^2 \hat{r}, $$

where $c$ is the speed of light, $W_0$ is the energy flux from the sun taken at a distance $r_0$ from the sun, and $\hat{r}$ is the direction of the position vector $r$ with magnitude $r$. The force $F_{\text{SRP}}$ due to this pressure acting on an opaque sail depends on the surface characteristics, which determine how incoming light is specularly reflected, diffusely reflected, or absorbed. The dimensionless constants $\eta_{sr}$, $\eta_{sr}$, and $\eta_{ab}$ account for each of these respective effects:

$$ F_{\text{SRP}} = PA \cos \alpha \left[ \left( 2\eta_{sr} \cos \alpha + \frac{2}{3} \eta_{sr} \right) \vec{n} + \left( \eta_{ab} + \eta_{sr} \right) \vec{e} \right] $$

$$ \eta_{sr} + \eta_{sr} + \eta_{ab} = 1 $$

where $A$ is the area of the sail exposed to photons when facing sunward, $\alpha$ is the sail pitch angle defined by the body’s surface-normal unit vector $\vec{n}$ and the direction $\vec{e}$, of the incoming photons [14]. The acceleration is then

$$ a_{SRP} = \frac{F_{\text{SRP}}}{m}. $$

This scalar result is appropriate only for a case in which the sail is facing the sun at a distance of $r_0$. Here, the more precise model that is based on the coefficients $\eta_{sr}$, $\eta_{sr}$, and $\eta_{ab}$ is replaced by a single efficiency $\eta$, henceforth taken to be 0.85 [8]. The ratio of this simplified acceleration to the acceleration due to solar gravity, $a_G$, is the lightness number $\beta$

$$ \beta = \frac{a_0}{a_G}. $$

A body’s $A/m$ is related to its geometry. In the case of a sphere, a common model for interplanetary dust [15,16], the ratio $A/m$ varies inversely with the body’s radius $s$ and mass density $\kappa$

$$ A = \frac{\pi s^2}{4 \pi \kappa s^2} = \frac{3}{4 \kappa} $$

The acceleration due to SRP is inversely proportional to its characteristic length. This ratio accurately describes the acceleration’s dependence on body size for lengths above the wavelength of the sun’s spectrum. At length scales below the wavelength of visible light, the particles are simply too small to absorb or scatter the photons. For most materials exposed to sunlight, the critical size is a tenth of a micron [10], a value at which highly reflective particles can achieve $\beta > 1$ and escape solar gravity.

Treating characteristic size as a design parameter, we seek to minimize the size of the sail spacecraft and replicate the behavior demonstrated by small dust particles. Like most solar sails, the sail design resembles a flat plate. For such a shape, with its maximum area normal to the sun, $A/m$ simplifies to

$$ \frac{A}{m} = \frac{l^2}{kr^d} = \frac{1}{kd}, $$

where $l$ is the plate’s side length and $d$ is the plate’s thickness. Reducing the thickness of the plate or uniformly scaling down all lengths increases the SRP acceleration. This observation motivates the use of ultra-thin 25 $\mu$m thick silicon, the thinnest conceivable substrate for an IC. With this thickness, the candidate architecture achieves $a_0=0.10 \text{ mm/s}$ and $\beta=0.0175$. To achieve $\beta > 1$, the thickness would need to be reduced.
to 0.3 μm. Fig. 2 relates sample values of area and mass for dust and a selection of typical solar sail and nanosail designs. Diagonal lines of constant $A/m$ illustrate that all solar sail designs fall within a comparable $A/m$ ratio. The sprite design is located along these same contours, suggesting that this approach achieves comparable performance to traditional designs.

As bodies absorb solar energy, they experience the so-called Poynting-Robertson drag [17,10]. This drag is associated with a difference in the relativistic Doppler shift between the energy received forwards and backwards with respect to the body’s motion. For dust on bounded heliocentric orbits, this weak drag determines the long-term orbital evolution and eventually collapses these orbits into the sun after thousands of years. The Yarkovsky force is associated with a similar effect: differential thermal radiation of rotating bodies [5]. These effects are weak, even for dust, so we neglect them in this study.

### 2.2. Coupled attitude and orbital dynamics

SRP accelerations are a function of the orientation of the surface normal vector. Thus the orbital and attitude dynamics of solar sails are coupled in general. The surface of dust is often modeled as homogeneous and spherical for the purposes of calculating $\beta$ and establishing a normal vector [10]. In this case the normal vector is taken to be constantly sun-pointing. This particular geometry decouples the attitude dynamics from the orbital dynamics [18].

Observations of the mass distribution of dust in the solar system lead some to believe that most dust is spinning very rapidly. Particles that spin rapidly enough may disintegrate via rotational bursting [10]. The spin is thought to be generated by “windmill” [19] or “paddle-wheel” [20] torques that result from SRP acting on dust’s anisotropic surface. These spin rates suggest that the dust particles have non-negligible angular momenta and therefore manifest attitude stiffness. Rather than chaotically tumbling throughout their orbit, the particles may be rapidly spinning with inertially fixed angular momentum vectors. There may be passive dynamical applications for a spinning solar sail, though this paper does not pursue them.

Planning a solar-sail maneuver requires a stable and known heading in the presence of disturbance torques such as free molecular flow, magnetic fields, and gravity-gradient effects. For a plate geometry, however, SRP induced torques likely dominate these effects. An SRP disturbance torque $\tau$ is produced if the center of pressure $\delta_{cp}$, where the effective SRP force $F_{SRP}$ acts, does not coincide with the spacecraft’s center of mass [21]

$$\tau = \delta_{cp} \times F_{SRP}. \quad (9)$$

This torque vanishes only when $\delta_{cp} \parallel F_{SRP}$ or $\delta_{cp} = 0$. The first case represents a marginally stable equilibrium heading where the center of pressure is located along the line between the sun and the center of mass. In this orientation, the sail is said to be statically balanced [21,22]. The second case represents an unstable equilibrium that is not practically realizable. An arbitrarily small magnitude of $\delta_{cp}$ results in a non-zero torque until the spacecraft reorients and becomes statically balanced. Careful design can minimize the offset, but the required precision is nontrivial. Errors on the order of 100 μm can result in a near 90° “edge-on” equilibrium pitch angle. With no access to SRP or solar cell power, this heading is undesirable. Any architecture must therefore account for the likelihood of this disturbance torque.

In the following analysis, we consider an attitude that replicates dust dynamics. We develop methods for achieving a passive sun-pointing attitude. This decouples the attitude and orbital dynamics and offers maximum solar-cell power. The attitude also maximizes the magnitude of SRP by fixing $\alpha = 0$. However, the direction of $a_{SRP}$ lies always along the sun line, limiting its use.

### 3. Applications

This section evaluates orbit opportunities for the given architecture: a passive, sun-pointing solar sail. With these restrictions, the effects of SRP are considered for heliocentric, geocentric, and three-body orbits.

#### 3.1. Two-body heliocentric orbits

The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) observed several groupings of dust clearly originating from comets. These groupings follow elliptical heliocentric orbits with non-Keperian parameters which can be explained by SRP [23–25]. In a heliocentric orbit, the sun line is parallel to the orbit-radial direction, $\mathbf{r} \parallel \mathbf{e}_r$. In this orientation, SRP effectively reduces the heliocentric gravitational constant $\mu$ by the fraction $\beta$, which yields a modified two-body
streams of these so-called \( D \) meteoroids were detected by both the Galileo [27] and Ulysses [28] missions. In this application, SRP can be thought of as an effective \( ESRP \) acting on the initial eccentricity \( e \) prior to ejection [10]. Streams of \( \beta \)-meteoroids were detected by both the Galileo [27] and Ulysses [28] missions. In this application, SRP can be thought of as adding an effective \( \Delta v \) to the particle. For a particle released at perihielion, the required \( \beta \) for escape is based on the initial eccentricity \( e \) prior to ejection [10]

\[
\beta \geq \frac{(1-e)}{2}.
\]

For the proposed sprite design at 1 AU, Eq. (14) predicts a modest savings of 0.37 km/s, only 3% of the direct escape requirement.

Alternative applications for the modified two-body heliocentric equation of motion have been proposed by the solar-sail community. For example, novel satellite formations can be produced using the modified angular velocity \( \omega \) of a sun-pointing solar sail in a circular orbit

\[
\omega_{SRP} = \sqrt{\frac{\mu(1-\beta)}{r^3}}.
\]

The radially directed SRP allows two satellites to orbit with the same angular velocity at unique radii [8]. Alternatively, two spacecraft can orbit at the same radius, but with unique angular velocities, perhaps to spread out azimuthally along an orbit. In the first application, a sprite spacecraft at 1 AU could orbit at a radial distance of 880,000 km from a spacecraft that experiences negligible SRP effects, such as a point-mass satellite. In the second application, a sprite spacecraft at 1 AU could be induced to drift at a rate of 31 arcseconds per day (22,500 km per day) along track from a point-mass spacecraft (Fig. 3). Passive halo or displaced formations are attractive and have been the subject of research [29–31] but require a non-sun-pointing attitude. Here, the sail follows a zero-inclination orbit that is displaced from the ecliptic. McInnes [30] finds that the required pitch angle is a function of the vertical displacement \( z \), the planar radius \( \rho \), the modified angular velocity \( \omega \), and the circular Keplerian angular velocity \( \omega = \sqrt{\mu/r^3} \)

\[
\tan z = \left( \frac{Z}{\rho} \right) \left( \frac{\omega_{SRP}}{\omega} \right)^2.
\]

This term can be made small but is zero (i.e. sun-pointing) only in the impractical or non-displaced cases of \( z \), \( \rho \), or \( \omega_{SRP} \) set to zero. The only out-of-plane motion a sun-pointing solar sail experiences must be associated with inclination. This result is intuitive—a reduction in the magnitude of an attractive \( r^{-2} \) field does not affect the morphology of the available orbits.

3.2. Two-body geocentric orbits

The effects of SRP on dust in planetary orbits have been well researched, often in conjunction with the rings of Saturn and Jupiter [10,32,33]. SRP is the dominant perturbation at the outer rings, where magnetic fields and tidal forces are weak [34]. Long-term orbit evolution has been evaluated with orbit-averaged perturbation methods that describe the effects of planetary motion about the sun by averaging short term orbit-period effects. After neglecting shadow effects, the orbit-averaged perturbation equations show that semimajor axis is
constant and that the remaining elements vary synchronously with the planet’s period (see for example, Ref. [10], Eqs. (34)–(38)). The change in inclination is proportional to inclination $\Delta i \propto -i$, so equatorial orbits are in a stable equilibrium. These effects were first observed on the Echo I [35] and Vanguard I [36] satellites. Echo I was a communications satellite consisting primarily of a reflective 100 ft diameter mylar balloon [37] ($A/m = 0.1 \text{ kg/m}^2$). It demonstrated large-amplitude periodic eccentricity changes, resulting in a perigee altitude that varied annually between 1500 and 930 km [38]. Van der Ha and Modi were the first to consider sun-pointing solar sail maneuvers in a geocentric orbit. They demonstrated secular changes in semimajor axis and semilatus rectum using simple bang-bang control laws [39]. A variety of Earth escape maneuvers have since been analyzed that suppose a solar sail with full attitude control [8].

The prospect of SRP induced periodic change in orbital elements suggests applications for distributed sensing. It is as though a single spacecraft can take measurements from a multitude of traditional orbits. The periodic behavior of inclination for example, enables a spacecraft to sample throughout a range of inclinations annually. For multiple spacecraft, these variations also present a means of gradual propellantless separation.

Hamilton and Krivov [35] offer a special solution for the periodic motion of planetary dust. This solution describes an equatorial, constant-eccentricity orbit whose longitude of pericenter rotates with the planet-sun line (i.e. the periapsis is sun-pointing). This unique orbit is thought to have been identified in Saturn’s “charming ringlet” [40]. The orbit’s eccentricity is related to lightness number

$$e = \frac{C}{\sqrt{1+C^2}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$$C = \frac{3}{2} \frac{n_{SRP} a_{SRP}}{n_p a_{GP}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where $n_p$ and $n$ are the mean motions of the central planet and spacecraft respectively, and $a_{GP}$ is the magnitude of the planet’s two-body gravitational acceleration. Figs. 4 and 5 show the numerical integration of a sample orbit at Earth for $\beta=0.0175$ in both the planet-fixed and sun-planet fixed frames. These figures illustrate two potential applications. In the planet-fixed frame, the spacecraft sweeps through an annulus of space over the course of a year. In this simulation, the apogee of the spacecraft corresponds to geostationary orbit (GEO), so that the spacecraft encounters most or all GEO orbital slots as it is annually precessed. In the sun-planet fixed frame, the orbit stays aligned with Earth’s magnetotail. This orbit may offer scientific sensing applications or applications related to communications satellites.

3.3. Three-body orbits

SRP acting on the orbits of dust in three-body orbits is thought to be observed in the interplanetary dust complex. This is a cloud of dust centered on the ecliptic that causes zodiacal light by bending the sun’s light back towards Earth [41]. Some of the asymmetries in this cloud are associated with SRP, which groups the dust in regions near modified Lagrange points [42] and in planetary wakes [42,43]. This section evaluates these dynamics and offers potential applications for a spacecraft orbiting in the Sun–Earth system.

The five classical Lagrange points ($L_1$–$L_5$) are shifted for a test particle with radially oriented SRP acceleration with 0 < $\beta < 1$. The addition of $\beta$ causes these equilibria to shift along simple paths [43,45,8]. The three collinear
points move along towards the sun along the Earth–Sun line. The triangular points follow an arc of constant radius $r_p$ towards the sun, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

The Lagrange points are attractive to trajectory designers because they are fixed with respect to the Earth–Sun line. The three collinear points are unstable, so a spacecraft located at those points must expend some energy to maintain its position, albeit a potentially small amount. The triangular points are stable, so bodies (including dust) tend to asymptotically migrate to those locations when nearby. Using a linear analysis, Schuerman [43] shows that the instability of the collinear points is unchanged by the addition of SRP. The triangular points have an added constraint for stability that remains satisfied in the solar system with $\beta < 1$.

In solar sail literature, three-body orbital analyses are common, particularly because many applications are suited to low $\beta$ sails. A prominent application uses a solar sail with feedback control to both move and stabilize the collinear $L_1$ point for solar observation [44]. The propellantless nature of solar sails ensures a long lifetime in the presence of disturbance accelerations.

The SRP induced motion of the $L_1$ point offers applications for solar weather observation. In some cases, the proximity of a spacecraft to the sun is related to the warning time at Earth. For example, coronal mass ejections have characteristic velocities on the order of 500 km/s [45]. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the distance gained at $L_1$ using SRP can correspond to a significant increase in the warning time at Earth. The lines correspond to maximum, mean, and minimum warning times using 280, 470, and 1000 km/s solar wind speeds [47]. The candidate spacecraft offers approximately 65 min of warning time—an improvement of 13 min over the mass-only case. With enough sprite spacecraft, the sum of these observations could both predict and depict the wave front of earthbound solar phenomena. Though the spacecraft could not stabilize their location, they may experience sufficiently long lifetimes in unstable quasi-periodic orbits to be useful.

4. Passive sun-pointing attitude control

These maneuvers require the design of a suitable attitude architecture that can maintain a sun-pointing heading. As early as 1959, SRP disturbance torques were proposed as a means of attitude actuation [23]. If properly designed, a spacecraft can exploit these torques to produce a stable sun-pointing attitude [46]. Rather than approach this task from a control actuation perspective, we seek geometries that passively align themselves in the presence of SRP. A sphere, for example, decouples the attitude and orbit mechanics in that it experiences only a radial force, regardless of its orientation [19]. Indeed, one of the first solar sail designs was a spherical balloon proposed by Kraft Ehricke [19,47]. These designs are simple, but suffer from low $\beta$ and limited access for solar cells. Rather than a sphere, the first design we consider bears a resemblance to a sun-pointing cone. Using three of the plate-like sprite spacecraft, we propose forming the corner of a cube, as shown in Fig. 8. Kirpichnikov et al. [48] and van de Kolk and Flandro [49] have demonstrated that this geometry creates a global, marginally stable (about two of three axes) sun-pointing attitude whose nonradial force components cancel in both 2D and 3D orientations. SRP torques orient the composite body such that the three plates’ common corner reaches an equilibrium angle with respect to the sun line. For uniform, equal-length plates contemplated here, the axis from the center of mass to the common corner points directly at the sun. The off-axis components of the SRP
force and torques cancel each other, yielding a net force that is directed sunward.

One may be tempted to reorient the spacecraft such that it forms a concave corner-cube retroreflector. This geometry reflects light directly back towards the sun, maximizing the solar pressure's effect for the given area, and cancelling one of the \( \cos(\alpha) \) terms in Eq. (2). However, this equilibrium orientation is naturally unstable [50].

The disadvantage of the stable architecture is a less effective \( \frac{A}{m} \) ratio:

\[
\frac{A}{m} = \frac{3}{3\sqrt[3]{\frac{1}{k}d}} = \frac{\sqrt[3]{3}}{3\frac{1}{k}d}
\]  

(19)

An architecture that uses three of the candidate sprite spacecraft yields a lightness number of 0.010. This architecture has the added benefits of redundancy and increased antenna transmission coverage. Some differentiation among the chips may also improve functionality.

A similar concept uses the orientation of surface elements or "facets" to stabilize a sun-pointing plate spacecraft [50–52]. Each facet produces a torque according to its orientation and surface coating. By strategically placing these facets, the net optical properties can be made to vary with pitch angle. Harris and Wehner [51] designed a radially symmetric pattern of such facets using primary reflection and absorption models. This demonstrated that locally stable orientations can be achieved by coating the faces of half of the facets with either reflective or absorptive material. A rectangular example is shown in Fig. 9. The surface is symmetric when viewed from the top and asymmetric when viewed from other angles. When placed in an initially sun-pointing attitude, it will tend maintain that heading in spite of disturbances.

Earlier treatments considered geometries in which primary reflection adequately described the path of impinging light [53,54]. In the geometry under consideration here, secondary reflection cannot be neglected. Even at zero pitch angle, light that is specularly reflected from one facet impinges on the adjacent facet, causing a secondary force. A ray-tracing code captures these effects. The force on each surface or facet is evaluated in terms of that facet's reflective and absorptive properties, according to Eq. (2). Light that is specularly reflected is propagated to the adjacent facets where this equation is applied a second time. This analysis depends on relatively small pitch angles to avoid the need to represent shadowing effects. In recognition of the likelihood that the surface properties are not ideal, \( \eta_r=0.80 \) and \( \eta_{ab}=0.20 \) characterize reflective surfaces, and \( \eta_{ab}=1.0 \) absorptive surfaces.

The geometry of the spacecraft in this model resembles the spacecraft shown in Fig. 9. The outer millimeter that borders the sail's surface is etched with 32 and 64 10 \( \mu \)m deep trenches with 35\( ^\circ \) and 54\( ^\circ \) side walls respectively. These angles are dictated by the fabrication method described below. The inner walls are coated to be absorptive, while the outer walls are reflective. Fig. 10 shows the resultant torque about both body aligned axes as the pitch angle is varied. The results indicate that the facets produce a net restoring torque around the sun-pointing equilibrium.

Fig. 11 shows the simulated attitude time history for the spacecraft that begins with a non-equilibrium heading. The numerical results suggest that there is
negligible loss of net SRP force due to the surface facets. Therefore the effective lightness number remains constant. However, this simulation illustrates two limitations that affect both of these architectures. First, the sun-pointing equilibrium is only marginally stable [23]. Any perturbation tends to produce oscillations about the sun line, as seen in the x and y axes of Fig. 11. These oscillations have a period that can be estimated with a small-angle approximation. The linearized equation of motion about each axis's equilibrium position is

\[ I \ddot{\theta} + k \dot{\theta} = 0, \tag{20} \]

where \( I \) is the moment of inertia about the axis and \( k \) is a stiffness constant responsible for a linear restoring torque. The familiar natural frequencies for this second order system are the square roots of \( I/k \). For a numerically predicted value of \( k = 1.76 \times 10^{-13} \text{Nm/rad} \), we calculate and observe a simulated oscillation period of 120 s. Added structural damping would eliminate these oscillations, perhaps in the form of flexible MEMS beams or thin wire antennas. The second challenge of this architecture is that the attitude motion about the major axis of inertia, here parallel to the sun line, is unregulated. This behavior is evident in the z-axis plot of Fig. 11. Though the magnitude of the pitch angle may be fixed, the orientation of the transverse axes about the sun line is free. A force cannot produce a torque along its direction; so, there is no straightforward architecture that causes SRP to generate a restoring torque about the sun line. Solar gravity gradient cannot be used to constrain this remaining degree of freedom, since it too is radial. Likewise, any active control system requires a sensor input observing a direction other than the sun line. This deficiency prohibits energy-change maneuvers that use a fixed pitch angle, such as simple spiral trajectories [51]. It is possible to use a faceted surface to produce spin-up “windmill” torques about the z-axis. However, with low damping, these torques could ultimately destroy the spacecraft via rotational bursting, as is posited for dust particles.

A surface profile like this one can be fabricated at the microscale with common microfabrication techniques. One straightforward process uses KOH to chemically etch out material along the crystal faces of the silicon substrate. This process produces consistent 54° triangular cuts into the exposed surface of a (100) aligned silicon plane [53]. This method can produce features in two orthogonal directions along the wafer's surface as dictated by silicon's crystal structure. The fabrication process is outlined in Fig. 12, which shows a profile of the substrate through six steps. Working at the Cornell NanoScale Science & Technology Facility, we demonstrated this process. Fig. 13 shows a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of our sample wafer with a set of 10 μm wide by 7 μm deep trenches. This figure shows the end of a trench, where the triangular three-dimensional structure is most visible. Fig. 14 shows the set of trenches after depositing slightly oxidized chrome at a 60° angle from the surface.

5. Candidate microscale infinite-impulse spacecraft bus

Having motivated length scaling of spacecraft, we now explore how small a functional spacecraft can be feasibly produced. Others have asked this same question of spacecraft subsystems and have developed “systems-on-a-chip,” which integrate traditionally separate components into a single IC package. The result is a low-cost, lightweight, easily-reproducible chip that accomplishes the same tasks as its conventional, large-scale counterpart. Extrapolation suggests that the next step for this technology is to apply the same techniques to an entire spacecraft to create a “spacecraft-on-a-chip.”

We approach this task from a feasibility standpoint, intending to demonstrate functionality at the scales of interest to the dynamic analyses. Thus, we approach the design space with an emphasis on simplicity, achievability,
and scalability, rather than with an interest in advancing the state of the art in microfabrication. The goal is to design an extremely small demonstration spacecraft bus, in which we can incorporate the SRP propulsion and attitude control architectures described above. In keeping with spacecraft-design convention, we describe this candidate spacecraft bus in terms of eight traditional subsystems.

5.1. Propulsion

Traditional propulsion technologies, such as chemical combustion and ion thrust, cannot be easily scaled to the IC level. An exception is so-called “digital propulsion.” Lewis et al. have successfully fabricated and demonstrated a device that delivers discrete thrust impulses using micron-sized chambers filled with chemical propellant [54]. Though digital propulsion may prove relevant for this research in the long run, the current research is motivated primarily by propellantless propulsion, in hopes of enabling otherwise impossible missions and orbits. SRP, as described above, is among the potential propellantless-propulsion approaches. Future work will include evaluating electromagnetic effects [55] and aerodynamic drag.

5.2. Attitude determination and control

The task of determining and controlling a small spacecraft is perhaps best approached with scaling in mind. Some environmental disturbances may be well suited to producing a known heading. This paper has surveyed methods of achieving locally and globally stable attitude orientations using passive SRP. Torques due to
atmospheric drag, outgassing, and magnetism also may prove useful. Future research will also consider active control, perhaps with MEMS as proposed by McInnes [8].

5.3. Structure

The structure of the spacecraft consists of the volume of semiconductive substrate on which the other subsystems are fabricated. A gallium-arsenide substrate offers improved radiation hardness and the opportunity to produce high-efficiency solar cells. However, the cost of fabricating subsystems on gallium arsenide may discourage its use. We therefore focus on the more common, silicon substrate. At 2300 kg/m³, solid silicon is significantly denser than 79 kg/m³, the “rule of thumb” density of a typical spacecraft [56]. Nevertheless, the silicon substrate offers the most near-term opportunity to decrease total mass. As a result, we are exploring methods to work with ultra-thin substrates.

Like a traditional structural subsystem, the substrate must support and mechanically interface the other subsystems, facilitate ground handling, and withstand quasistatic loads during transportation and launch. The sprite design is not driven by vibrations due to resonances with either launch or attitude-control inputs because the natural frequencies of such a small structure are far higher than the likely attitude-control bandwidth of any launch vehicle and the sprite itself. Instead, the design is based on the lightest structure on which components can be fabricated: the thinnest possible substrate for a required surface area. For polished silicon wafers, this limit is approximately 200 μm. Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers are an alternative. Such wafers consist of an ultra-thin layer of silicon on top of a silicon-oxide layer. This substrate offers structural rigidity and handling during fabrication, after which the silicon-oxide layer can be removed to leave the processed device. Then, arbitrarily thin silicon devices can be produced, although the thickness in this paper is restricted to no less than 25 μm based on recommendations from experts in silicon fabrication.

We estimate that sufficient functionality can be achieved in 1 cm². The mass of such a 1 cm² silicon substrate is 5.75 mg. For conservatism, the mass budget includes 30% margin, yielding a total mass of 7.5 mg, which is used in this paper’s calculations. The silicon fabrication process consists of additive and subtractive processes, which add or remove material from the substrate to form a device. The net contribution of these processes is assumed to be negligible.

5.4. Communications

Following Sputnik’s example, we conceive the communications subsystem as a transmit-only beacon. The data consists of a single beep at a single frequency—a binary output based on the presence or absence of the carrier. There is no signal per se carried on that frequency. For this simple transmission to be tracked from a ground station, it must be powerful enough to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Communications link budget.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier-to-noise ratio</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free space loss</td>
<td>−139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric attenuation</td>
<td>−2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total transmitter attenuation</td>
<td>−2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver system noise temperature</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise power</td>
<td>−145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver gain</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margin</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required power to transmitter</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

overcome free-space loss, atmospheric attenuation, and other noise sources. The communication link’s carrier-to-noise-ratio C/N is therefore a useful measure of goodness. This ratio is influenced by the signal’s frequency, the orbit’s altitude, the transmitter’s losses and power, atmospheric conditions, and antenna efficiency. Table 1 baselines a downlink communications budget at 433 MHz, an amateur satellite band. A single chip can accomplish only so much. A simple way to close the link budget is to select a ground station with very high gain. For example, a 12 m parabolic dish with a standard figure-of-merit of 0.55 offers 32 dB of gain at 433 MHz [57]. Using such a ground station, the link budget estimates that a C/N ratio of 10 requires approximately 10 mW from 500 km. Barnhart [3] notes that it is infeasible to track such a small spacecraft using radar. By contrast, the proposed architecture features a beacon that transmits continuously, and it therefore serves as means for operators to tune the receiver during the first few passes.

The carrier frequency would likely be generated by a crystal oscillator. The frequency stability of crystal oscillators depends on temperature. This dependence can be characterized and used to infer temperature from the beacon’s center frequency. The carrier signal would then be impedance matched to a center-fed half-wave dipole antenna. This antenna consists of two very thin 17 cm stiff filaments radiating from the chip. The chief advantage of this antenna is excellent performance in the absence of a ground-plane, a characteristic not available with smaller microstrip or chip antennas. This antenna also offers a large beamwidth, which is favorable since the attitude won’t typically be Earth-pointing. Impedance matching can be achieved with microfabricated capacitors and inductors. In an effort to evaluate these practices, we have fabricated candidate capacitors and inductors in the Cornell NanoScale Science & Technology Facility. For a three layer capacitor with silicon-dioxide as a dielectric, we achieved a capacitance density of 10 nF/cm². Fig. 15 shows a photograph of the most recent inductor that we’ve produced at 20× magnification. This design is based on a three-layer octagonal design by Craninckx and Steyaert [58].
Photovoltaic energy harvesting is both passive and based in semiconductor physics, making it a natural choice for power generation in this application. This study baselines silicon-based, first-generation solar cells, which use a single-layer p-n junction diode to pass photovoltaic currents. With strings of individual cells strategically connected in parallel or series, an array can be designed with required voltage and current characteristics to accommodate propulsive, attitude control, or payload requirements. This principle applies equally well to millimeter-scale and macroscopic spacecraft. Commercially available, high-efficiency cells commonly achieve specific power on the order of 200 W/kg. Integrated solar cells are much less efficient[1]. This inefficiency drives the design to devote most of the available silicon surface to photovoltaics. Likewise, electrochemical batteries are difficult to integrate. It may be that a sprite spacecraft simply ought to be powerless in eclipse. Solar cells produce electric power roughly in proportion to the cosine of the pitch angle. For this reason, sun-pointing attitude solutions offer an important advantage over other attitudes.

The power requirements of the communications downlink exceed the available surface area of the chip. Instead, a simple RC-tank charging circuit can produce periodic bursts of power. Solar power charges a capacitor until a critical voltage is reached, at which point a transistor is activated and the stored energy is released to the communications subsystem. By designing the solar cells in series and parallel combinations, we propose a bus voltage of 50 V. This has the advantage of increasing the energy stored in a capacitor, which goes with voltage squared, and can be accommodated with commonly designed high-voltage transistors. This proposed “bursty” operation has a current-limited charging time of roughly 100 ms when fully illuminated by the sun. It then delivers 10 mW to the communications subsystem for 12.5 ms. Table 2 gives relevant power subsystem parameters.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar cell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>mW/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>μA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge density</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>nF/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored energy</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>μJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse length</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available power</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In keeping with this simple, feasible, highly integrated design, the one-way communications beacon serves as a means of transmitting spacecraft position and temperature. The orbit may be estimated by incorporating multiple pulses and an orbit-dynamics model into an orbit-determination filter. Position time histories then allow operators to evaluate the effectiveness of the solar sail. The RF carrier frequency indicates the temperature of the crystal oscillator in the communications circuit. We emphasize that this early phase demo may be followed by other applications, with considerably more sophisticated payloads.

We speculate that simple binary signals could be accommodated easily by modulating the carrier frequency with additional capacitance. For example, with a rudimentary Geiger counter, the transmitter could shift the carrier frequency by 0.5 MHz at times when the local impinging radiation exceeded some predefined threshold. Many such signals in a region would depict a time-varying structure within the radiation environment.

### 5.7. Thermal control

In orbit, this spacecraft’s low thermal mass results in temperatures between −130 and 100 °C. Temperature changes across this range can occur in tens of seconds [59]. Thermal stresses associated with eclipses may fatigue the chip where dissimilar metals contact. These risks, along with possible mitigation strategies such as microfabricated radiator fins or silicon carbide circuit technologies [60], have yet to be evaluated. An active means of remediation might be achieved by spinning the bus: tilting the attitude so that the face points toward or away from the sun or the earth at an angle that optimizes combined power and thermal performance.
6. Conclusions

This paper presents motivation, analytical evaluation, supporting simulation, and sample designs for a millimeter-scale spacecraft with sufficiently low mass to enable solar sailing. The candidate bus is a 1 cm × 1 cm × 25 μm silicon IC that conservatively weighs less than 7.5 mg. Each conventional spacecraft subsystem is accounted for and described in the context of a Sputnik-inspired temperature-sensing mission.

Applications to formation and sensing are discussed in the context a sun-pointing spacecraft in heliocentric, Earth, and three-body orbits. If paired with two other millimeter-scale spacecraft to form a corner cube, this design can passively point towards the sun with global attitude stability and use SRP to reduce the effect of solar gravity by 1.0%. This is sufficient to enabling unique formation opportunities. If the design uses microfabricated surface facets instead to produce a locally stable sun-pointing attitude, this acceleration can be improved to 1.75% of sgravity.

Dramatically reducing a spacecraft’s mass by replacing the system with a single integrated circuit enables us to capitalize on these perturbations and feasibly accomplish infinite-impulse missions. We are currently working to complete the demonstration chip and begin evaluating its performance in a terrestrial testbed environment.
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